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Abstract

The main purpose of this paper is to present a simple
model of ���	� production rate on the surface of a spher-
ical comet nucleus in the orbit of 46P/Wirtanen, and to
compare it with observational data. The model results
include the distribution of temperature on the surface.
The solutions are obtained through the estimation of the
energy balance. This model describes the distributionof
temperature and � � � production rate on the comet sur-
face as a function of heliocentric distance for two cases:


 without nuclear rotation;


 fast rotation with a nucleus spin axis perpendicular
to the orbital plane.

As the mixing ratio and the nucleus shape are unknown,
we will consider a homogenous chemical composition
of the surface layer (water ice), and the spherical nu-
cleus shape. The nongravitational acceleration in the
comet mouvement was not taken into account.

1 From antiquity until future

The earliest reliable record of cometary observations
date from around 1000 BC in China, and probably from
about the same time in Chaldea. But the first idea about
the nature of comet is available from the time of the rise
of Hellenistic natural philosophy.
The Pytagoreans (about 550 BC) considered comets to
be a kind of wandering planets. Aristotle (330 BC) de-
scribed comets as "dry and warm exhalations" — mete-
orogical phenomena in the upper atmosphere. His view

Figure 1: Image of C/2002 C1 (Ikeya-Zhang) taken
March 11.77, 2002 UT [Michael Jager]

was dogmatically upheld during the following mille-
nium, when the comets were considered rather to be
devil omens and signs of misfortune.
In 1578 Tycho Brache showed that the horizontal par-

allax of comet, which first appeared in late 1577, cor-
responded to a distance in excess of 230 Earth radii.
The first statement that the two bright comets seen in
1680 and 1681 are one and the same before and after
its perihelion passage was by Georg Dörffel, but only
Isaac Newton, applying his new theory of gravitation
(1687), showed that the "1680" comet moved in an elip-
tical orbit. In 1705 Edmond Halley computed the orbit
of "1682" and predicted its return in 1758. When "Hal-
ley’s Comet" was telescopically re-discovered in De-
cember 1758 by Johann Palitzsch, the road was open
for a more physical approach to the study of comets.
A major revolution in cometary science took place in

2
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Figure 2: Comet model [C. J. Hamilton 1995]

1950-51, when Fred Whipple developped the icy con-
glomerate model of the cometary nucleus, and J.H.
Oort explained the observed distributions of the orbits
of long-period comets hypothetical "Oort cloud" sur-
rounding the solar system at its periphery (Festou et al.
1993).
Actually, comets are believed to be formed during the
creation of the solar system and made of the unchanged
primitive material from the outer part of original solar
nebula. As the observations indicate, nuclei of comets
are ice-dust conglomerates with radii � few km and
mases �

�������
to
���	��
���

. The mass and the heliocentric
distance clearly suggest, that the material which consti-
tute the comet nuclei is not significatly changed in the
chemical and gravitational processes (maximum central
pressure �

������������� � ). The fact that comets are some
of the oldest untouched objects, makes them extremely
interesting to learn about conditions during the earliest
period and evolution of the solar system. In this con-
text the future space missions to the comets will be a
very important step to gain further knowledge of the or-
gin of comets, solar system and the univers. There are
several spacecraft missions designed in the near future
to study comets, e.g. the European Rosetta mission to
46P/Wirtanen.

2 Introduction

Comets are small, fragile, irregulary shaped bodies con-
sisting of frozen gases (ices — mostly � �	� ) and dust.
Being one of the smallest celestical bodies in the solar
system, they can make the most spectacular phenomena
in the sky. As a comet approaches the sun, the surface of
the nucleus begins to warm and is the source of the enor-
mous tail of luminous material (gas and dust volatiles
sublimate). This tail extends for millions of kilometers
from the nucleus, away from the sun (the Great Comet
of 1811 has a diameter of the coma roughly equivalent
to that of the sun, and the Great Comet of 1843 extend
its tail � 2 AU). For the reason of losing its volatiles,
comets are said to be short-lived on a cosmological time
scale.
The phenomenon, which we refer to as a comet, is com-
posed of:


 the cometary nucleus, a kilometer-sized, irregulary
shaped, solid body consisting of ices and dust;


 the coma, a gaseous and dusty atmosphere around
the nucleus, which develops when it is heated as
it approaches the sun and releases hydrogen in the
chemical processes — the hydrogen escapes the
comet’s gravity, and forms a hydrogen envelope;


 the ion tail, consisting of ions which are lost from
the coma and accelerated in the anti-solar direc-
tion;


 the dust tail, consisting of dust particles lost from
the coma and spread along the orbit.

A model of a comet is shown on Fig.2.
Comet activity starts at heliocentric distances at least
as large as 7 AU. This is due to the presence of highly
volatile ices, which vaporize under the influence of so-
lar radiation. Significant increase of nucleus activity
due to � � � sublimation, is noticeable at the distance
��� � 3 AU. Because of coma, cometary nuclei are not
available for direct odservation. On the other hand, at
the distance greater than 7 AU the nucleus is too small
to be explored.Also the radar techniques, due to the
small cross section of the nucleus and the geocentric
distance dependence of the returned signal, give large
dispersion of results. In addition, the presence of wa-
ter vapor in the Earth’s atmosphere does not permit
detection of cometary ���	� from groundbased obser-
vations. Water production rate is estimated from pro-
duction rates of � � radical and atomic hydrogen cre-
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Figure 3: Comet nucleus models outline: a — without nuclear rotation; b — fast rotation with a nucleus spin axis
perpendicular to the orbital plane

ated by photodisociationof ����� molecules. As a result,
many comet parameters, such as: radius, mass, nucleus
rotation, surface structure, albedo, etc. are known only
aproximately. The future space missions to the comets
can resolve many problems and answer several open
questions.
Periodic Comet 46P/Wirtanen is a comet discovered
by C.A. Wirtanen in January 1948 as a ���	��
 magni-
tude object, with the orbit typical for a Jupiter fam-
ily comet (period of 6.7 years). Two close approaches
with Jupiter (1972, 1984) reduced the comet’s perihe-
lion distance from 1.61 AU to 1.08 AU (recent data:
perihelion distance 1.06 AU, period of 5.64 years). Ac-
tually, 46P/Wirtanen is the target of the European Space
Agency’s Rosetta mission. The main task of the Rosetta
mission is to land on the comet and to perform several
surface experiments. In addition, several atmospheric
experiments are planned on the comet orbit from a he-
liocentric distance of 4 AU to perihelion (1.06 AU).
In the context of the Rosetta mission to 46P/Wirtanen,
it is interesting to estimate the environement at the nu-
cleus surface and in the near-nucleus coma.

3 Model description, physical pa-
rameters

In this paper we calculate ����� production rate and dis-
tributionof temperature on the surface of 46P/Wirtanen.
The model assumes a spherical nucleus shape contain-
ing one major ice component ( ����� ). We use two one-
dimensional models to approximate the temperature

and gas production distributions on the comet nucleus
surface as a function of heliocentric distance:

a) a spherical comet nucleus model without rotation,
where the nucleus surface — hemisphere — is de-
scribed by 90 latitudes rings;

b) the fast rotator approximation of a sphere with
a nucleus spin axis perpendicular to the orbital
plane, where the nucleus surface is described by
180 latitudes rings. In this case, the solar heat flux
recived by the projected comet nucleus disc is av-
eraged over the total surface of a sphere.

For every heliocentric distance the global � � � produc-
tion rate is calculated as the sum of the local outgassing
rate for each surface element.
The distribution of the surface elements on the modeled
nucleus is shown on Fig.3.
In our model, surface erosion, resulting from the subli-
mation and the grain ejection process, is not taken into
account. However, these effects, depending on latitude
(the higher latitudes recive less solar flux), can change
the shape of the nucleus after a few orbits of the comet.
The surface temperature for each of latitude rings is cal-
culated from the energy balance equation (Delsemme
1982):

�� �����	���� �



���	������� �"!�#�$�%'&(') *,+�- (') .	/ (1)

In this equation heat transfert to deeper layers of the
nucleus are neglected. The left side of the equation is
the total solar flux of energy, the first term of the right
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side is the termal radiation of the comet surface, and the
second — heat of sublimation.


�� is the solar constant at 1 AU,


 ��� is the heliocentric distance,


���� is the nucleus albedo,


�� is the surface temperature,


�� is the emissivity for reradiation,


�� is Stefan’s law constant,


 ��	
is Boltzmann constant,


�
 is zenith angle of the Sun.���� � is the mass loss rate per unit surface area and unit
time:

� � � ��� �

��� �� � ������������
��������! � 	 �#" (2)

where:


 �������
is the mass of a water molecule,


�$ is a correction for the effective density of nuclear
matrix:

$ �&%' � � �%')(*" (3)


 %' ����� , %'+( are effective ��� � and dust density.�
is sticking coefficient mesured by Haynes et al. and

approximated by linear regresion (Enzian (1997):� �-, �/. � � ��� �10 � � � ��. �32+�/4 �65 ���!7#89.
(4)

� ����:�
is the gas pressure of the evolving water at the

surface, estimated by Clausius—Clapeyron equation:� �� � � �<; ��=?>A@CBD�EGF HJI " (5)

where:


 ; is the parameter corresponding to a chatacteristic
pressure:

;K�ML .ON!P � ��� � � � � " (6)


�Q is the activation energy:

Q
� 	 � P �R2 �!.OP!P�S!7T.

(7)U �� � � is the latent heat of sublimation for water ice cal-
culated according to experimental data by Delsemme
and Miller (1971):U � �V.OW�W!P � ��� 
 , ��� ��P � ��XZY � �� � �:[ .

(8)

The cometary matrix albedo and the emissivity for rera-
diation are not well known parameters. In indirect mea-
surement, the albedo was estimated as 0.04 \ ����] 0.15
(Levasseur-Regourd 1998).
The observations of 46P/Wirtanen with the HST esti-
mate a mean effective radius of

�V.ON!W�� �
for the geo-

metric albedo of 0.04 (Lamy 1996).
The emissivity for reradiation for non-metalic material
is between 0.85 and 0.95 (Kuchling 1985).
In Table I we present the most important physical pa-
rameters used for this work.

4 Results

We present the results of outgasing and the distribution
of temperature for two models of comet 46P/Wirtanen
assuming a spherical nucleus shape, starting at aphelion
(5.13 AU) to perihelion (1.06 AU).
Our model considers the energy balance as a function
of heliocentric distance and nucleus latitude, involving:


 thermal radiation;


 heat expance due to sublimation from a surface of
pure ���	� ice.

We also assume that the total surface of 46P/Wirtanen
is active.
The most important result of our simply simulation is

TABLE I
Semimajor axis ^ 3.099289 AU
Orbit eccentricity _ 0.656770
Nucleus radius ` 600 m
Bond albedo ^3a 0.04
Infrared emissivity b 0.9
Bulk density c 1
Spin axis Perpendicular to orbital plane

Table 1: Physical input parameters
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the determination of limit � � � production rate. In ad-
dition we present several others parameters obtained
through the simulation.
The results of calculations are shown on figures 4 —
29:

 Figures 4 — 9 show evolution of two terms of en-

ergy and their sum versus heliocentric distance for
3 different latitudes.


 In figures 10 and 11 we compare the surface tem-
perature versus heliocentric distance.


 The evolution of surface temperature versus zenith
angle of the Sun for 4 heliocentric distance are
shown on figures 12 — 15. Figures 16 and 17 are
comparison of two considered models.


 In the figures 18 and 19 water production rate
( � ���:� ) for 3 different latitudes is shown as a func-
tion of heliocentric distance.


 Figures 20 and 21 show energy balance versus
temperature for subsolar point; and 22, 23 — for
 � 2+N��

.


 Total evolution of termal radiation, sublimation
heat and their sum versus heliocentric distance are
illustrated on figures 24 — 27.


 Figures 28, 29 are comparison of total energy bal-
ance and total water production rate versus helio-
centric distance for two considered models.

5 Comparison with observational
data

There are several estimation methods of the water pro-
duction rate. One of them is the estimation from � �
radical and atomic hydrogen production rates, using
narrowband photometry. Other metod — from an anal-
ysis of the Lyman-alpha emission of the hydrogen en-
veloppe (SWAN experiment on board of the SOHO
spacecraft). Another method of estimating water pro-
duction — by using an empirical relation between
� ���:� and the heliocentric magnitude

� � , is given by
Jorda (1995):���  4 � � � � 8 �ML �V.OS!W/4�� �V.O�!N�8 , �/.O�!P!N�� � . (9)

Observations of the � � radical performed by A’Hearn
in 1991 (A’Hearn et al. 1996), derived a water produc-
tion rate of � � � � � ��.O� � ��� ��� X � ��� =
	�� � =� �� � � [

—

Haser model, or � � � � � 4 �!. L , �/.ON!8������ ��� X � ��� =
	�� � =� �
�� � [

— model of Combi and Delsemme (Rickman,
Jorda 1998). The ���	� production rate, determined by
SWAN instrument on board SOHO (Lyman- � pho-
tometer), is �

�!.OP � ��� ��� X � ��� =�	�� � =
 ���� � [
just before

perihelion in 1997 (Bertaux et al. 1997). The visual
lightcurves of perihelion passage in 1986 and 1991
yield a production rate of

2 � ��� ��� X � ��� =�
� � =������ � [
(Jorda, Rickman 1995).
As the figures show, our computations give total � � �
production rate at perihelion:

�� . 2 � ��� ��� X � ��� =
	�� � =� �� � � [

non-rotating nucleus
model;


�� .OW � ��� ��� X � ��� =�	�� � =
 ���� � [ fast rotator approxima-
tion.

The energy per unit of time for non-rotating model is
twice as big as for the fast rotator approximation. How-
ever, we can assumed that the total � �	� production
magnitude is the same for two considered cases. This
is due to the fact, that the solar heat flux recived by pro-
jected comet nucleus disc, for the fast rotator approxi-
mation, is averaged over the total surface of a sphere.
For a comet nucleus radius of

P�� � �
our models cannot

explain the measurements. Thus, one need to find other
mechanisms that are able to increase the water flux.

6 Conclusions

As the observations indicate, 46P/Wirtanen has a ra-
dius �

P ��� �
, and is very actively outgasing. The ob-

served production rate of
2 � ��� ��� X � ��� =
�� � =
 �� � � [

(Jorda, Rickman 1995) cannot be explained by free sur-
face sublimation of water ice from a comet nucleus hav-
ing a mean effective radius of about

P � ���
. In addi-

tion, because of several approximations, e.g. homoge-
nous chemical composition ( � �	� ) and total surface ac-
tivity, our model is not very realistic. The real situation
may have further complications, however our models
give the upper limit of � � � production rate for nucleus
radii of

P�� � �
. In the other hand, the energy balance

clearly indicate that exist other mechanisms able to in-
crease the water flux.
Other explanation of observed � �	� production rate —
water-ice particles are blown off the surface and subli-
mate outside, increasing the effective area of sublima-
tion (Benkhoff 1999).
Fig. 30. shows increase in total water production rate
assuming a radius of

�?��� ���
.
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Figure 4: Termal radiation [ � � � � � ] versus helio-
centric distance [AU]; non-rotational model ( 
 �� ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux is projected on the flat sur-
face)

Figure 5: Termal radiation [ � � � � � ] versus helio-
centric distance [AU]; fast rotator approximation
( 
 � � ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux is projected on the flat
surface)
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Figure 6: Sublimationheat [ � � � � � ] versus helio-
centric distance [AU]; non-rotational model ( 
 �� ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux is projected on the flat sur-
face)

Figure 7: Sublimationheat [ � � � � � ] versus helio-
centric distance [AU]; fast rotator approximation
( 
 � � ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux is projected on the flat
surface)
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Figure 8: Sum of termal radiation and sublimation
heat [ � � � � � ] versus heliocentric distance [AU],
non-rotational model ( 
 � � ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux
is projected on the flat surface)

Figure 9: Sum of termal radiation and sublimation
heat [ � � � � � ] versus heliocentric distance [AU];
fast rotator approximation ( 
 � � ��� 2)N ��� W � �

, solar
flux is projected on the flat surface)
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Figure 10: Evolution of surface temperature [
7

]vs
heliocentric distance [AU]; non-rotational model
( 
 � � ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux is projected on the flat
surface)

Figure 11: Evolution of surface temperature [
7

]
versus heliocentric distance [AU]; fast rotator ap-
proximation ( 
 � � ��� 2+N ��� W�� �

, solar flux is pro-
jected on the flat surface)
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Figure 12: Evolution of surface temperature [
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liocentric distance 1.06AU (perihelion)

Figure 13: Evolution of surface temperature [
7

]
versus
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 8 ( 
 — zenith angle of the sun) for he-
liocentric distance 3.60AU
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Figure 16: Evolution of surface temperature [
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versus
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 — zenith angle of the sun) for 6
different distances (non-rotating model)

Figure 17: Evolution of surface temperature [
7

]
versus

	 � �4 
 8 ( 
 — zenith angle of the sun) for 6
different distances (fast rotator approximation)
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Figure 18: Water production rate [
� ��� =
	�� � =� �

�� � � ��� � ] versus heliocentric distance [AU] (non-
rotating model, 
 � � ��� 2)N ��� W � �

, solar flux is pro-
jected on the flat surface)

Figure 19: Water production rate [
� ��� =�	�� � =��� �� ���

��� � ] versus heliocentric distance [AU] (fast rota-
tor approximation, 
 � � ��� 2)N ��� W � �

, solar flux is
projected on the flat surface)
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Figure 20: Energy balance [ � � � � � ] versus
temperature [K] for subsolar point, non-rotating
model

Figure 21: Energy balance [ � � � � � ] versus tem-
perature [K] for subsolar point, fast rotator ap-
proximation
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Figure 22: Energy balance [ � � � � � ] versus tem-
perature [K] for 
 � 2+N �

, non-rotating model
Figure 23: Energy balance [ � � � � � ] versus tem-
perature [K] for 
 � 2+N �

, fast rotator approxima-
tion
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Figure 24: Total termal radiation [ � ] versus he-
liocentric distance [AU]

Figure 25: Total sublimation heat [ � ] versus he-
liocentric distance [AU]
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Figure 26: Total energy balance [ � ] versus helio-
centric distance [AU]; non-rotating model

Figure 27: Total energy balance [ � ] versus helio-
centric distance [AU]; fast rotator approximation
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Figure 28: Comparison of energy balance for two models — total energy [ � ] versus heliocentric distance [AU]
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 � �� � ] versus heliocentric distance [AU] — comparison of two

considered models
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